









by Emesto Rivera and Fred.die I' ... :.
Ellis
coming from beneath the foot of
the stage. They then lifted the
stage trap door and began ex-
tinguishing the fire with C02
canisters.
~"
.. Inspection of the dama~e done 10 the stage."
By-the time the fire department
arrived (consisting of engine
companies 16 and 5 and Ladder 3
from Battalion 6), Mr.' Thompson




PhOIO by James Yu,
crew already had about three
quarters of the fire out. Ladder 3
being the first to arrive, was
misinformed and immediately
went to the 3rd floor. When they
discovered their error they then
rushed to the actual scene of the
fire. "They told us it was on
the third floor," said one fireman
from Ladder 3.
Battalion 6 used power saws,
axes, and iron pry-bars to tear up
the stage area where the smoke
was seeping through. Battalion
Chief David Corcoran cor"
mentedJhatJh~fire was prot..,' "
caused by an electrical wire ,"t, •
cigarette. It was later foun.: "
have been an electrical wire as <;
cause of the fire.
When the fire fighting '*c,'
completed, the stage was left in '.'
shambles. Large chunks of wood
had been torn ow leaving a large
hole in the base and front section
of the stage. Classes that were
scheduled to meet in the
auditorium later that afternoon
were either detoured to other .
available rooms or cancelled. The
.'~t day cl~ses, mft.ia the
, . IS;s"d,. 4;;:.,:* ' .
..'.~'1i .~~i&IiiiiiI"
;~'state~ . . .
, On the afternoon of th,,-fi!e,
Director of Campus,Planning~.
Mikulsky was asked when an
insurance claim would be put in
and ratified. She stated that the
claim would be put in on the same
day of the fire but it would
probably be a while before it's,
ratified. ..It'll probably take
some time to go through," she
said. "Had it been something
really dreadful like a fire in the
elevator, it (the ratification)
would be done immediately. "
continued on page S
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Fired?
Or just not Rehired
classroom behavior, not I a tenure.
issue, contributed to the decision
not to rehire him.
Alba Aponte, a student in
Oster's Fall Economics 1001
lecture, was one of many \\l~­
nesses of his "sarcastic and
temperrnental outbursts."• She
added that "He though he was
being funny. but I thought he was
crude," referring to an off-color
remark Oster .rnade. HI did net
think his attitude was proper for r-
class of such importance, ..
Another student, who prefers ,
anonymity, felt ,that· Oster-
overplayed his position in 'he
lecture/hall. ··The way he'd cor ae
in and demand absolute siler ce
was ridiculous. He c:ouldhear
people t~ilg aU tile way in ine
. .... ." ,:. ",. ...... ;,;.. .......
'CoIdbiIIed·.~ 7 .
by Ernest G. Fagan. Jr.
Professor Gerry Oster of the
Economics and Finance
Department, accused of "sar,..
castle and temperamental oUJ-
>- bursts" and described as "crude"
f and "ridiculous" by students.
',~ will not return to Baruch after
, ~.
~ this semester, The Ticker has,
.- learned,
t- Albert Zucker. chairman of the
department, defined Oster's
dismissal as "the result of being
turned down for tenure.
Technically, he was fired, or just
not reappointed." He added that
he could not cite the exact reason
for Oster's removal because, of
university policy. Zucker said that
, he udid DOl work 10 retain Oster
/
at Baruch;' ..
',J Many: .studems; feel Ostet~s
"Dr. Phillip Austin. Chairman
of the Search Commiuee."
--------~-~#-------..;..:--- --'
by Mike Flanigan and Hispanic Studies, Dr. Robert
The position of Dean of Martinez, one of the five faculty
Students made vacant by the members on the comminee, had
resignation last, year of Jay these comments regarding the
Finkelman remains empty at this, extension: "Not only was the
time. .The Search Committee number of applicants considered
established' to procure a too small in relation to the status
replacement has extended the of the job, but they were largely
original deadline for the receipt of from within 'the metropolitan
applications from December 31, area." It was necessary to "give'
1979 to March 31, 1980. other qualified individuals in
Dr. Phillip E. Austin. Vice other parts of the country, a
President for Academic Affairs chance to apply, and also to give
and Chairman of the Committee. Baruch the opportunity of ob-
attributed the extension to the raining thebest possible person to ,
need "to ensure that the search fill the 'slot:'
was as wide and far reaching as A synopsis of the functions of a
possible.'; Besides having only Dean' of Students, would seem
advertised in the New york Times to attest t~ the need to select the ad~i~istration." .lite respon-
on December 16, and with the most competent person available. sibilities of the office include,
intervention of the Christmas In the words of Dr. Austin, the according to Dr. Austin,
recess, .the applications received Dean should be "concerned about "The Student Center, Veterans
by the original deadline could not anything that affects students and Affairs, Counselling, the Medical
be reviewed. because it proved will be the spokesman for the Office and the placement function
udifficult to-convene a meeting" administration to students, OR a for Graduates." He added that
of the tenniembercommittee. ..dai~Yr ..basis, ,~I;le;t ,~isothe, the Dean, ~. being an. Ad- ,
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"'.X"tD'5 ,s,"
.'
provided the impetus and
finances for the events. The
faculty andstaff contributed their
expertise and vast experiences .
Of course, the project required
dedication and diligence. There
were sacrifices made but sacrifices
are always a part' of the price of
achievement or success.
However, all of the sacrifices.
dedication and hard work paid. ' _._.... , ... - ...... ~.... '.q~
off. The tribute was a success
because a message came through.
It came through at the' filffi)
showing, the exhibit and most
definitely at the highlight
program. The message may have
taken different shapes with
different people' but there was a
message.
For me, the message was the
cohesive coalition of Baruchians
pulled together to honor Malcolm
X and honor him well. For the
faculty, the message could've
been that the future may not be
lost if we young people follow the
guidance and experience of those
who came before us. For the
Black, Hispanic and all students,
the message was pride in our
efforts and abilities can lead to
productivity, progress and
success.
One more point should be
made. There has always been
criticism and allegations made
about Student government. At
times, the charges are necessary
and jusitified. However, this
time, DSSG proved its wor-
thiness to students. Their'
financial .. co-sponsorship was
crucial to the success of the
tribute. This should' serve as an
incentive for other organizations
to use co-sponsorship funds.
The' Malcolm X Tribute was
a commemoration of a great
.... Ieader. Just as' important, is
its significance in bringing to
the .. forefront, the positive.
'potential of collective action.




"Dr. Robert Myers. the new Director of College Relation."
by Anthony Wells
This week. there will not be any
controversies. injustices or
rebuttals presented here. Instead,
the positive side ofBaruch will be
reviewed. The recent tribute to
Malcolm:" X is an appropriate
illustration. It was both an
example of, and lesson in, the
potential of the Baruch com-
rnunityto work collectively.
At. the outset, I have to thank
some people for their unyielding
support on the project. Mrs.
Gerterlyn Dozier, Compensatory
Education and Mr. Cyril Prince,
Councilman and V.P. of
B.L.A.C.K., were supporters of
the tribute from idea to reality.
They both kept me and the
project going. They brought
meaning to the terms "com-
padre" and "advisor".
Thanks must go to Dr. Juanita
Howard, Sociology; Dr. Harrison
. Tucker, Blacks and Hispanic
Studies; Mr. -Juan Caraballo,
Compensatory Education; and
Dr. Donald Smith, Education.
Their guidance and experience
proved to be invaluable. .'
To all of those who attended,
participated and supported the
tribute, my deepest gratitude.
And to the members of the
U.S.A. (United Students for
Action) and the twelve clubs of
the Black-Hispanic Coalition, a
special thanks for their energies,
As previously mentioned the
tribute was an example and, a
lesson. It showed and taught that
students, faculty and the
professional staff can join forces
to achieve a defined goal. The key
words are "join forces" and
"define.d goal."
The two phrases are primary
ingredients for any cooperative
effort. First, there has to be a
definedgoal. Whether that goal is
to improve courses, celebrate
holidays or exchange ideas, is
only relative. The important
factor is to have a defined goal.
Once a' ..goal" is idefined, then
. forces must be joined together. In
the case of the tribute. the forces
were multiple." :The: 'st~de~ts"
;
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would help the professors 'have a
better understanding, with the
needs of students and how to
better serve them as a professor."
Dr. Myers is a CUNY graduate,
receiving his Ph.D. from St.
John's and his .Bachelors and
Masters from Queens College. He
feels a strong commitment to the
City University, saying" I have a
strong desire to see it (CUNY)
remain. strong and capable of
giving students an opportunity
for education." He fears state
and city cutbacks will hun
colleges and the university.
Dr. Myers is interested in a
career in educational, ad-
ministration and believes that the
position he is in "offered a
. challenge, and I believe it's a very
important office for the college."
As to his performance thus far, he
said, "Yes, I'm pleased with my
performance, but more im-
portantly I am pleased with the
cooperation and hard work with
the staff of this office." He also
said he thinks he has a good
relationship with his staff.
This is his first' administrative
position but since he ,Qas been in
. Baruch since spring 1973 he feels
he knows the faculty and
procedure well. Dr. Myers said
"It's a very important office. I'm
very pleased to have. an op-
portunity to serve in an ad-
ministrative position, in this
office." Dr. Myers alsoadded, 661
am very interested in hearing
from the Baruch College com-
munity on how the office can
better serve." He said he was
open for suggestions from
faculty, staff and students.
In reference to fund raising Dr.
Myers said, "My office is
responsible for fund raising. As
administrator I woudl be
supervising these .acrivities." The
O.C.R.'s fund raising activities
also involve the Direct Mail
campaign and Phonathon, which
is directed by Joseph Fallon.
As the Director of the Office of
College Relations Dr. Myers. . .
supervises a staff of 7 full time
and about 6 part time employees.
He says he could use additional
staff, but then all offices in the
college could use additional
personnel. Asked if he had
enough people to get the job
done, he answered, "I think so-
very good people working here."
Though new to the job of
directing the O.C.R., Dr. Myers
is not new to Baruch. He has
taught business communication
and mass communication' for 7
years in the speech department.
He also served as faculty adviser
to the Public Speaking and
Debate Council for which he
received a plaque for his work.
Dr. Myers said that ,ccProfessors
of the college have an obligation
to work with' students on ex-
tracurricular activities." This, he
says, would form a "better
understanding between the
professors and the students and
said that "Baruch College has a
story to tell. We train the future
leaders of the business· com-
munity. graduating accountants
and business administrators. W.e
must let the city and state know
this, to get adequate support for
Baruch's very important
mission. "
- ". '.' .0«.;.' .•••:"1 .t· ~ ."'..::...
Dr. Robert J. Myers, recently
appointed Acting Director 2f the
Office of College Relations, feels
he has been "offered a
challenge," . which includes in-
• forming" city and state officials of
"Baruch's very important
, mission."
He replaces Mr. Robert Seaver,
who had been' Director of the
office for the past 10 years.
The Office of College Relations
(O.C. R.) is responsible for
Baruch's public relations and its
relations with the alumni. The
O.C.R. also provides all of the
administrative support for the
Baruch College Al urn ni
Association; publishes Baruch
Today; -is' .concemed-with ,other..
publications; keeps the College
Catalogue updated (course
requirements, teachers' names)
and is also involved in fund
rarsing,
The O.C.R. handles public
reiations by letting people know
about Baruch's accomplishments,
'< such as when one of the facuIty
makes a contribution to the
academic world, we get coverage
of that," said Dr. Myers. He then
said that coverage is also given to
any special events that take place
in the school, as when Jesse
Jackson came to Baruch last year
or if awards are presented.
Coverage and information of
such eventts are acheived through
Baruch Today, book articles,
special pos ters, leaflets,
(news)papers, and other
publications. With this coverage
Dr. Myers feels that people
should know of the "excellent
education that is being provided
for the students." Dr. Myers also
Stephen Goldberg New Director
Financial Aid
by Ernesto Rivera
Mr. Stephen Goldberg the new
Financial Aid Director feels that
"more people should be applying
for financial aid, and are
probably eligible." He then said
that he and his office would try to
do their best to help eligible
students with information, ap-
plications and counsellinglsc that
they may be able to receive aid.
Mr. Goldberg stated that from.
1979-80 there were over nine ~
Thousand applrcanons for aid,
and that over seven thousand of
them have received aid. That makes
over $14 million in federal, state
and campus aid and over $6
million in New York State loans.
AH together that is about $20 "Stephen Goldberg will control the Financial Aid Office. t. -.
million in aid going to students: financial aid '~ Further L.I.V. and a teacher of industrial
part time, f'ullt ime , under- elaborating on the increase of arts and career guidance in New
,. graduates and graduates. He applicants Mr. Goldberg stated York Junior High Schools. He'
contrasted this to 1971, when that in u1979 the Middle-Income received his B.S. and M.S. from
ther " were less than two thousand Assistance' Act was passed by N.Y.U.
applicants for aid. Congress and signed by the The Financial Aid Office has a
He then said about the, increase, President enabling a greater staff of 16: 8 counsellors .and 8
"with the advent of tuition and number of mid-income families to support staff. "We hope to do
B.E.O.G. (Basic Educational seek financial assistance in ap- our best to assist students with
Opportunity Grant) and! the New plying for funds to help meet the information, applications and....
'fork State T.A.P. (Tuition costsof education. counselling so that the students who
Assistance Program), the number Mr. Goldberg has been in are eligible. wilt receive funding
nas increasingly multiplied over financial aid since 1971. and came to pay for the college courses,".
thepastyear. "At this point we into office as director January 7, said Mr. Goldberg. - .'
': :";~~!·8aVe~··""· -of the students iii":· r980~ He'was Ditector'ofTeache{'" .~~ .. ·I.~.·:~,: ';'.': ':-:,' "'~!,' .'1'







troops into battle faster in a time interests," but added that he is
of actual national emergency." -- -........u.afraidofour being. caught
However, the mood of many underprepared. "
younger people seems to have ,
been summed, up by Robert . While Mr. Georgil's remarks
Georgia, who is the Veterans' reflect an uncertainty that seems
Affairs Coordinator at Baruch' to pervade student feelings, he
College. Mr. Georgia, a victim of firmly stated that he feels women
the draft duriRg,· the Vietnam· should be drafted- if iri fact there
War, 'said that while he IS opposed' is' a draft. And so does Ms.
to the draft in principle, he is also Lamarche and the NYCLU.
"suspiciousoftheSovietUnion."· Presently there is no
He stressed that the United States organization at Baruch 'College
should not overreact and go to that is actively working to oppose
war for "American business registration and the draft.
.' ---.---~.~~.--------~-----------------....~__....II!III'!II!!III!!I!!!!!l!!I!!I!I
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registration plan, while 63070 said
they would serve if drafted.....
Despite these figures, there are
some signs of opposition. Teach-
ins against the draft have been
held at other CUNY schools. A
march on Washington is planned
on March 23 by the National
Anti-Draft Network. (For in-
formation call 255-0352)
Also, the American Civil
Liberties Union is opposed. to
both registration and the draft.
Gara La Marche, Assistant
Director of the New York Civil
Liberties Union, said, "The dr~ft
is a massive invasion of con-
stitutional rights. Registration is
inseparable from the draft and
assaultive of privacy and
autonomy. The volunteer army is
meeting present needs adequately.
Peacetime registration will not get
registering and drafting of women
is strong in Congress. On March
6, a House Armed Services
committee rejected Carter's plan
to register women by a vote of 8
to 1. While this vote does not
. affect the registration of men, the
effort to register men is presently
stuck in the House Ap-
propriations Committee.
At this time, few students have
expressed strong opposition to
registration for the draft.
Demonstrations were held at
some college campuses
throughout the country following
the initial announcement. Since
then, however, few voices have
been heard in protest.
A poll commissioned by
Today's Student. a. '.:national
sttident'-newspaPei: fo~'nd that
53% polled favored Carter's





- by l)oqId Laub'
A recently. released national
student poll shows that slightly
less than one-half of those
students questioned are opposed
to registration for the draft.
Meanwhile, plans for draft
registration have encountered' a
stumbling block in two
congressional committees.
The plans for draft registration
were announced. on Feb. 8 by
President Carter. According to
these plans, all Americans born in
1960 and 1961 would register this
year, while people born in.t 962
would register next January.
Thereafter, all men and women
would register on their 18th
birthday.
Even though approval for the
registration of men seems likely to
be approved, opposition to the







tivities." Their proposal keeps the
Student Center funding at $15.00.
It also includes separate
allocations for clubs, athletics
and the media. In essence, the
basis of' their argument is an-
increase in the 'fee and a
restructuring of the fee schedule.
Their proposal is: (see table #2)
tivities Director. The other group
allows the D.S.S.G. Finance
Committee to, retain that
responsibility. In addition,' they
have earmarked 20010 of total club
funding for co-sponsorship. The
other differences appear
primarily in the amount of the
allocations.
The key issues that separate the
As one can see, there are'proposals are the cutback in the
similarities in both proposals. Student Center-allocation and the
.They both',": cui«,s~ud~1U . govern- . 'fee ina'ease. Mr:Selkiia~'s8£()uP
: . -: ~~. :a.l~~t.iQ!ls~ .The:Y: ;?<'t~ .gi",t;. .: ;~r~.~~t ~'.~~!~1'.: ~i~-;'~row -.-,...~......=.
athletics and the media direct more money ro. be used for
allocations. Both plans provide student activities. The in-
allocations for clubs. The dependent group feels that an
University Student Senate fee is increase in fees will significantly
retained as it is mandarory. increase the quantity and quality
There are some slight dif-of student activities.
ferences in the two proposals. For As the election approaches,
example, the independent group these proposals will be discussed
provides for the creation of a more. The debate has already
Club and Organization Board to generated heat in the Student
oversee allocated funds to clubs. Council and Club Council. It
This board would consist of 5 should add some spice to the









































distribution does not address the








Student Center Board ..........•...
Total
.
learning method here at Baruch guide small groups of 6-10
by Marian Golischano called _The Dartmouth College . students in informal conversation
.' For some students, studying a Intensive Language Model. workshops which meet four hours
foreign language can be a very Originally developed by per week. The Apprentice
frustrating and sometimes Professor John Rassias at Teachers provide plenty of :"
hopeless endeavor. No matter Dartmouth College, it has been dividual instruciton and reinforce
how many long hours of hard proven successful in enabling language learning' which t~ .•..~
. work' is put into it, com- beginning students to converse in place in the Master Class. -.. ,...
prehension doesn't always seem French within one year. The basic conversation workshops also f,: '..
probable. Neither does passing. innovation of the Dartmouth students the opportunity to m<:.t..~
For those students who need .a Model is that students work with use of the vocabulary, gramma.
. foreign language to satisfy degree skilled instructors at all times and arid speech patterns they ~.~ve
requirements and who are are able totackle any incurred learned. Since the AT's are peev..
. avoiding enrollment like. the problems together. students are stimulated to i0:-~
plague; your troubles are over. The Dartmouth Model, which their inhibitions about expre.. ';i~
Not only will you enjoy learning a is currently being utilized in themselves in a foreign languaj>
foreign language from now on, French and Spanish here, has 3. Language Lab-s-Studern ~
but can actually earn as high as a three basic elements: attend on an individual basr..
!3 without doing any homework! 1. Master .Teacher-introduces They can review and pracncc
Now who can resist that? new 'material and explains materials presented in the Master
Thanks to a. Title III grant grammatical and reading Class and in the vworkshoiz.,
ftl,Rded by t~. Federal Govern- assignments. Students are. monitor~ 40::
ment, the-Department of Modern 2. Apprentice Te~c"er- laooratory assistants ~bO ~.~
Languages~~.~·:j~fO~~~ ~, :tJ'am~-.s~lIed ~~u~~nt~ll)~bers. r~c:~~. ~~e ~:~y c.'~
new and exciting teaching an~::;":.C?~~'~l!~~'~~.~~~: ~.";'~"'~. ,I:. ~"•.~d~1





Clubs & Organizations .
University Student Senate .
Distribution" addresses the issue
by cutting the Student Center
allocation from $15.00 to $12.50.
(see table #1)
The' other group believes an
increase in the fee is necessary.
Their position IS • 'a re-'
- .._-'-
by Anthony Wells
There are two groups of
students proposing changes in the
student activity fee structure. One
group, "Students for a. Better
Distribution of Student Activity
Fees," advocates are-distribution
of the present fee ($25.50) The
othe~ group, independent
students. advocates an icnrease in
the fee to $30. Both groups are
_._ .. "H~ftS!JJ~J..tng neuucns -lo~.gettheiI .
proposals 'on _the May election
ballots as referendums.
The basis of the "Better
Distribution" proposal is the
restructuring of student activity
fees at the existing level of
funding. Mr. Joseph Sellman.
Acting Chairman, believes the
present structure does' nof work to
students' advantage. He cites
the use of activity fees to pay "for
personal services, i i e .
professional staff, ad-
ministrative. and clerical. "
These expenditures, according to
Mr. Sellman, "should De coming
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-Wednesday, March 19, 1980
'12:30 - 2:30'
Oak Lounge, Student Center
137 E. 22nd St.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FlelS
If you 'va never thought about
Army ROTC and its benefits, maybe
it·Stime to consider it, along with .your
othe"r future pIan& ..
Contact the Professor of
Military Science at)\rm~ROTC on
your campus. If Army R9T~ ~. not on.
.yourcampus. you may participate .
.through a croS$enronmeQt Pr.QQ.~··
Purpose Army ROTC camp provides
military training to qualify
students to enroll in advanced
officer training at their college
campuses. Participation in this
training entails no military
obligation.
Location Fort Knox, Ky., 35 miles south of
Louisville.
Time The camp lasts for approximately
6 weeks. There are several
training cycles available during the
summer.
Training a. Army History, Role & Mission




f. Individual & Unit Tactics
g. Communications
h. First Aid
~ i. Drill, Parades & Ceremonies
j. Military Courtesy & Traditions
Pay Approximately $450 plus travel
expenses.
Room & Board Lodging and meals are provided.
Students will live in open bay
barracks.
Scholarships Camp students may compete for
2-year full-tuition college
scholarships.
.. ~ : : ~ ", ! e-, ";"";".' (., ; ~ ~ .-.. ~'.. 7.,. t.
.' } ;:~... -. ,
Summer camp pays you
approximately $450.00 for 6 weeks.
aJongwith room and board. plus
transportation to and from·camp~
n.-.u.,.
RAT lIES-Ill illS_, .
Atsummer camp, the bottom'
line is leadership. And leaming what it
takes to lead.
"USTICIllY;
While at summer camp, you can
compete for a two-year full tuition
scholarship. Books. lab fees and all
education-related expenses will'be
paid as you pursue your degree. In
addition. as an Army ROTC advanced
course student, you'li be paid $100.00
per month, or up to $1 ,000.00 per year.
••
You'li experience such thriUs and
skills as rappelling, marksmanship.
orienteering. obstacle course,
confidence course. leadership
problem solving and military tactics.
You'11 meet and compete with
students from all parts of the country
IllEIIII. TllUI;
Leadership .is what it's all about. Upon'
successful completion of camp. you'll
g~alify for enrollment in the Army
ROTC advanced course, although
there's no obligation to do so. .
CALL:
643-2105
••It's tough and challenging. It's also
fun. WIlen you leave summer camp,
you'll be in the best physical condition
of your life. ....
Summercamp and the Army ROTC
advanced course are programs
designed to prepare you for an Army
officer's commission in either the
active Ann~full-time; the Army
- Reserve orNationalGuard-~- '
time. The choiCe, too. rests with you.
;. • \. :~~.:-,~ .. ~~".,' !.1~_~~_ .;i!! . ~-; ~·}i.,"" :.r:.c
t ~
'1:- ..i~;- -j':--.'-,- ~~':":;';..c-..t-.:-':"'.i..-~:",-~;:;.i~~';-:~'}~~.'~_::~~l ~j~I~1•.~.~ ~ •• .• ,'," '•.' ~ •. ~ --: c'r)
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"Revolving doors our of service....






Buildings and Grounds director
Mr. Thompson stated that a large
piece of plywood would be used
to covver the holes in the stage.
He went on to state that until
repairs are completed, the use of
plywood is all that canbe done,
and that clubs are welcome to use·
the auditorium.
very upset and pessimistic about
presenting the.play, " she said.." It
wasn't until I spoke. to John
Tietsort ~~r set .designer and
- technical director. "- "He ex-
plained how minimal the dam-
age was and that it could ~ be
patched up (the holes in the stage)
and we can go on." She went on
to state that on the next afternoon
after the fire, the rehearsal in the
auditorium went on as usual. The
entertainers used the stage except






by March 12th the revolving door
will be reparied, She: stated that
the reason for the delay was
because it takes some'tirne to have
a special size door constructed.
Another possible hazard is that
very often two of the six back
doors in the auditorium are chain
locked together. .Had a really
serious fire aroused with a class
present, . it could have 'been utter
chaos with students trampling
over each other to escape.
On April 9th at 8P.M. the
curtain is expected to rise on a
play by Rick Besoyan titled
"Little Mary Sunshine", a spoof
on 20th century operettas.' Yet
with the stage in its broken
condition it was believed that the
play could not go on. Susan
Farrrel is the assistant director of
the theatron. She believes that
the show ~ilI be successful.
"When I first saw the fire, I was
..
cont.fr~~lectrical· Fire Damages Stage
The rapid dismissal was luckily
quite successful. There were two
fire hazards which could have
been fatal. One of the two
revolving doors in the front
entrance of the 23rd Street
building has been out of order for
about two weeks. All of the
remaining five doors have been
either roped off, or locked.
Students had been forced to enter
and exit through one .of the
remaining doors. It has been
reported to this paper from Mr.
Thompson, that the reason for
the five doors being roped off was
due to· complaints from the
elevator operators. During the
cold days, the elevator operators
were refusing to work due to the
cold atmosphere in the lobby as a
result of the doors being open. To
stop the complaints, the push
doors were closed and roped off.
Professor M. Milulskv stated that
Math Placement Exam
/'
Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society, will consider'
applications for membership from Upper Juniors, Lower Juniors,
Lower ..Seniors (DAY AND EVENING) who meet the eligibility
requirements set forth herein. <The deadline for submitting ap-
plications is March 30, 1980.
Election to Beta Gamma Sigma is national recognized as the
highest academic honor conferred on students of business in
American colleges and universities. ... ~
. The eligibility requirements, which inclulde superior scholarship,
integrity, character and promise . of professional development,
parallel those .for election to Phi Beta Kappa in Liberal Arts
Colleges.
Students who meet the scholarship requirements listed below
should complete and return the membership application to Secretary
of Beta Gamma Sigma.
. Beta Gamma Sigma will, hold its election meeting in April and
:'~'->e1ettecimIda~~1l~~ifW~~tter.:~ ~...:~:~~.~~-;=:~ ~~"'::~_
. ·ACA~IC REQ"tJIR-EMENTSFOR ADMlSSIQ2:lL.__-=._._._c ~ .
1. Graduates who have completed all of their college credits ar
Baruch College:
3.50 orhigher calculated on letter grades
2. Upper seniors who have completed all of their college credits ar
Baruch College consisting of between 111-128 credits:
3.50 or higher calculated on letter grades
3. Lower seniors who have completed all their college credits at
Baruch College consisting of between 94-110 credits:
3.50 or higher calculated on letter grades
4. Upper juniors who have. completed all their coliegc .~;;~~i~) '"
Baruch College consisting of between 78-93 credits: I
3.50 or higher calculated on letter grades
5. Transfer students (undergraduates and graduates '.... i· 1he :.'.' .I
graduating class) who have completed at least three ~tP·lt:"",,,,·r· ~
Baruch College (exclusive of summer sessions) and AT .. : .. . ;
credits at Baruch College with a G.P.A. for ail college ,~(;~~s c:' I
3.50 calculated on letter grades.
. Credits taken by students which ..?~ nor haG\e (! letpter.gra~e {A,B. i
: ~).wjll not be counted in- computing the rade oiru h .~r·tge. I
..1hu~:~~;a student W;'IO' :has,;omP1ered 'lD5-eredits whicr ." .«: I
credits of P (for Pass) will have his Grade Point Average C~1"~!;~; .:.: i
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~ .",-:.e. -..-..~~ _4. .....
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lS -;0 important that it 1S worth
waiting to fill it."
SUBMIT THIS APPL. BEFORE MARCH 30.1981:
To: Professor Thomas Killoran
Secretary, Beta Gamma Sigma
Box 162
Mathematics department to Baruch College
determine whether or "not they I hereby apply for membership in Beta Gamma Sigma. J h2~':; "".
must take the Placement Exam. following academic record;
NOTE: NO STUDENT MAY 1. Credits completed at Baruch (with letter grades)
RETAKE THE PLACEMENT G.P.A.
E X AM. NOS T U DENT'· 2. Credits completed at Baruch without letter grades (pass/fair
PRESENTL Y REGISTERED basis) _
FOR ANY MATHEMATICS '3. Total credits completed.at Baruch College _
COURSES MAY TAKE THE TRANSFER· STUDENTS SHOULD ALSO COMPLETE THE·
PLACEMENT EXAM. FOLLOWING:
Students planning to take this 1. Credits completed at other college with letter grades; .
examination must sign up for it at G.P .A. _
360 Park Avenue South in Room 3. Credits completed at other college without letter grades
20S3 (Day Session) or Room 3. Total credits completed at other colleges _
2031, or 2023 (Evening Session) .. ,
by ~~~~ ~'~'. )J?t~.~1fl~~J:~.'.'" ..;,:....§:fUDENT'S NAME '. v .•-::'." .:,
havc~r. C~'ffi8f~~~~,~~J,;~r~::-,~ :~:~~): .
lStb),.~d: wijldJe .,&\¥eD the.,timei: -: ...: ~ruDENT'SADDRESS. ~ _
a'Itii place of the exam When- they .' . ~
sign up. . SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER·
After the expiration .of the
. .
. March 31 deadline. all ap-
plications will be reviewed by the
committee, .with the aim of
procuring a final group from which
the new Dean will be chosen.-'.President Sega1l2'-iftCQnsul1arion
with the committee Will then '.
make the final selection.
AppaiIIIIWI' isOit' it: '*'"at ....., poaI»Ilt~ Noo.ta8ae....
tA::oticlltl.~with three i••;cas and eurricuIunt Yitae,should
be.at b, March 31, 1910 to: VIee 1••••, L .......
" , _ ........ Cc ~, 17 .
A , 1'~N.Y. 10010...~ opportutity/afliMr
tM actiaec ..~m/f.
j .
It. .-arch Wiillz_-tar ....sU1ic1ls ... ..,plcc1tou... 0Ian of
SIudMts atIcnch Co'•• 1his Seniar~ 01 the 0, UN...,
01....Yeft enroIs 1han1".000'" in .........._
~ pi cia, and .......... II, its $chocI 01
• .' _ cnI.~ AdrMtiII.utloi.. LIlcfaI Am ... S .....
!' Educaticln.
I _. . ..
'.~...of~ •. tJTI.,"lor"~,~""''''''c.. ~... '11"' ~ ... l!III p.'1...... , ...
. .~J'i ~=4L=dfi1f:=~;5g£;- _.
....."~ ca:1It aNi affairs and ...teat ---. The
• [ 'JAc:uaadIdaIIr 0 ......... in a. ,p cpwiotlr fWd CfId
...,.icacct in a ..~ -""'e p."" in ............
...nccs.
which spans the college network
in readership. This new vehicle of
advertising, along with the
original circulars sent to colleges,
and the Ne\y York Times, should
increase the prospective number
of applications. Although the
process of selecting a new Dean
should "'be completed as quickly
as possible." says Dr. Austin, like
the rest of the committee he





cont, from p. I
Stephen Sales. President of the
Evening Session Student
Government (E.S.S.G.). en-
visages a Dean "\\no will work
closely wit h evening students, on ...,
problems. such -as the utilization of
facilities like the Student Center,
among others." All hough the
evening student body cornpris es
. 'only 200-'0" (Da~-' 600:0 and
Graduates-e--Znvo). Stephen Sales
wants the new Dean of Students
to be "available to students at any
time; day or evening."
Concomitant with the ex-
tension of the deadline, was the
decision to advertise in the
Chronicle of Higher· Education,
The next Mathematics or Fall.
Placement Exam will be given to All students who bring proof to
students who have never taken it, Room 2053 (360 Park Ave.
I.
on Monday, April 14, 1980 and South) that they passed the II th
Tuesday, April 15, 1980. year New York State Regents may
Three categories of students be exempted from .the Placement
should take this examination: Examination, if they so wish.
1)' All students who entered . 2) Transfer students' since
Baruch as Freshmen since Sep- September 1976: ,
tember 1974 and have not yet Students in this category should
taken the Mathematics Placement take the Placement Exam if they
Exam: have not taken an euqivalent
AU students in this category are remedial mathematics sequence at
required to take the Mathematics another college. Check with the
Placement Exam.' 'Most students Mathematics Department.
took the exam Wh~'lIre~ eriter~" ,~.,~) ·:~~.~T~~fer students
Baruch. Those st~~W_~.~o~~:~~:e.#t~··'~f~,~·S~'~ber1976:.
not taken .the·~rll\i6b'~ust·~~'~~IiiB'iit!ttii's{l~tegory who
take it at this time in order to have not yertaken Mathematics
register for Math' in the .Summer. . at Baruch must check. with the
ministrator, must also be a
Professor, Hin charge of a
Department, and thus expected to
provide academic leadership for a
group of professionals. " Dr.
Martinez sees this dual aspect of
the job "as necessary because of
the problem of tenure that might
• , ., _ - -- .~.'.~ • r~. -;; •.. _ ,...
arise. He, fee1Stfial.-~":~IS :ff'JP '"
".' portantthat the Dean should Feel
that he can stand on his own two
feet when making decisions. ,.
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• Extensive in-house library
• "Hot-line" help by senior personnel
..-
datronics-
... ...... - .. ...... ....
.,. ~------




.~ au ~~~ to wor k 0:: a \\;Qe' variet v 0: projects (Average
I '~~'h'::: mont n-o i r ; challcnuinc :. '" ,:t:1'1" I'·· ""dU('~'I'01'1aj
.:. 4 ~,,:.., l ii,. _: i .i : .. ~ l" f • ~ ~ _.:. 1 .l .; ....... :.~ ~ <::,.. 1 l..~ c.'\. L 1 J,.';'.'=" L..., I"",.. \0"._ L 40 • .. •
Consider-Consider-
In a Consulting firm, you arc part of the mainstream. Now we'd like you to
We are owned and run by technicians and offer an excellent opportunity to learn and
progress. If you are interested, submit your resume to:
We are a 4 year old Consulting firm with a
technical staff of 150. We have an ex-
cellent reputation in the field and an
impressive list of blue-chip clients. We
work in a wide variety of applications and
languages, on both large and mini-
computers.
Consider-
I: you like consulting. you '!l keep on doing it. After a couple of years,
you rnav find it's not for you (this j-- possible, most people love it, but
not everyone). You will have learned a lot, seen a lot, and be able to
IT1ZiKe an informed deciision as to what your next career step should
('(' .
datronics inc.
675 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 , .
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Pboro by James Yu.
9:15 A.M. to 4:45 P.M. Mondays
to Fridays, and from 5:30 P.M. to
8:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.
Financial aid information is
given out through freshmen




"Since the advent of tuition, I
have been able to put together a
staff of student hourly employees
that, are able to assist students
during registration .period to
adjust and correct student bills by
updating financial aid &1ta prior
-to stqderits payfng ~trf-!Iif~ker'
funds. This is accompJi~ with
the CUNY on-line computer
system. Thus giving the ability to
verify student awards prior to
students paying tuition." Mr.
Goldberg warns STOP and
CHECK ,BEFORE YOU PAY
THE TOTAL BILL bUT OF
YOUR PERSONAL FUNDS. IF
,YOl! HAVE AN AWARD, YOU
WILL ONLY HAVE TO PAY
THE DIFFERENCE. Mr.
Goldberg also said 'about the
special student employees "this
student peer group will help
disperse application forms and
answer any questions 'from
students relating to applications
.and .required documentation."
Mr. Goldberg. feels tl)at these
student employees are of great
importance' because it is often
easier for students to com-




.. A pensive Prof. Osler ponders his next move."
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:
1980-1981 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
• CSAF-Cuny Student Aid Form' .
• BEOG-Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
WILL BE AVAILABLE STARTING MARCH 24:
WHERE: Room 222, 155 East 24th Street Building
WHEN: MONDAY - FRIDAY, 9:30 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
. MONDAY- TUESDAY - THURSDAY Evenings, 5:30 P.M.-7:30
P.M.
YOU MUST BRING WITH YOU YOUR SPRING 1980 BUR-
SAR'5 RECEIPT.
PLEASE NOTE: TAP ~ Tuition Assistance Application will be
mailed to your home by Albany in the latterpart ojApril.
'EAlY EXT1lA INCOME:
,~iIIIO.; s...m.. ell...... '
'~@iE,"!t,iJ tL: SeDd ..,-ad f IIJ1.
....iI. , I d ,~WiIope _to: -DEX tEa
_'-ERFIQSFSm9 Shri.-Pl.:
THE:TlCKER; ,
Oster filed the necessary ap-
peals upon learning of his
rejection. He later filed a
grievance. which according t o
Ester Lebert. Special Assistant fa
the President for Faculty-Staff
reiat ionv. grievance 1<;; the last step
Oster can take....-\t this point,"
she "rated. "Oster's u n ion
representative and I will hav e an
informal meeting to discus" his
future at Baruch."
Oster is presently on a leave of
absence.
instructor when he sticks to
'economics. Jenniffer Pastor, a
third year transfer student,
praised Oster's knowledge of his
subject area. "He is better than
any of the professors I had at City,
College," said Miss Pastor, "but
his erratic behavior detracts from
that. Whenever he 'stops to -have
words with a student, he's as
wrong as the student he is
criticizing. "
cont, from p. 2
He then said that "Over the
past 2 years CUNY has made
steps to computerize and make
uni form awards (Financial
Awards) throughout the 18
campuses of CUNY." He himself
was on a special task force and a
procedure committee to com-
pletely computerize the financial
aid system for CUNY. Baruch's :
Financial Aid Office is the first of
4 pilot schools;' In a ·pilot
program, to be 100010 com-
puterized. When asked if there
were any problems with the
speak with each AT about computers, Mr. Goldberg said
materials to be covered." 'Dr , " , "th1s year beingrits (the com-
'P(jpldh;~··who is -Uleo':-'motfiei"'of purers) nrstYear several-systems
-... '" .. - '" ."
three children, said it isn't easy problems have arisen. Most have
directing the program, teaching been solved to date." The
and being a mother. Apart from problems were found and solved
her heavy work load at Baruch, for the entire system.
she manages to find time to pick Mr. Goldberg then announced
up her four-year-oJd' daughter that in the week of March 24-28
Alissa at Nursery School twice a the 1980-81 BEOG applications
week. and the university CFAF (Cuny
Financial Aid Forms) wiII be
available. The applications will be
dispersed in Room 222 at the 24th
Street building. Mr. Goldberg
says to "Please look for further
announcements in reference to
financial aid application
dispersal. .• He also said "we
ve been informed by the state that
the TAP applications for 1980-81
will be mailed (by the state) to
renewal students in mid-April,
, Other students will have to wait
until the Financial Aid Office
receives TAP forms from the
government. The Financial Aid
Office is open and available from·
Dr. Popkin said that the French
and Spanish classes enrolled in
the Dartmouth Model ,this
semester are pulling higher grades
on exams than those students'
taking the' traditional method
courses. She also stated that the
OM classes will have the op-
portunity to display thier writing
and dramatic abilities in a series
of skits to be filmed at Baruch
A. V. Studio (24th Street bldg.) on
April 28th and May 5th and sent
to Washington for observation.
She assures that any student
enrolled in the program will speak
French or Spanish fulently by the
end of the second semester. Dr.
Popkin also feels that being
proficient on written exams isn't
enough and students sould be
capable of oral fluency in
whatever language they are
undertaking.
had Oster feel he was aware of
this situation, and took advantage
of it, which in part caused his
obnoxious ' behavior. Several'
times Oster threatened to walk
" ,
out of lectures when he was'
irritated. On certain occasions
Oster said, "I'm not going to
suffer, you are! You have to take
the midterm and final. not me."
Students admitted that no
reacher should have 10 put up
with an unruly crowd, but they
emphasized that class behavior
did not warrant Osier ... actions.
Gladys" Fonseca, a sophomore,
recalled an incident in one of
Oster's classes... Professor Oster
accused three girls of talking and
went through the whole ordeal of
asking them to separate or leave.
He blew the incident out of
proponion and interrupted the
class ."
.
Not every 51 udent t felt com-
pletely negative toward Oster.
Many said he is a fine economics
She also stated that the Dart-
mouth Model is in demand in
neighborhoods around the city
which have high proportions of
non-English speaking residents.
Dr. • Popkin asserted that the
Rassias program offered a crash
course in Spanish for N.Y.C.
transit policemen and for medical
students - preparing to attend
foreign medical schools. She also
said that there is a demand for
Russian to be given once again in
Baruch. Dr. Popkin added that
there is a growing need to speak
Russian properly. "These recent
Russian immigrants came here for
religious freedom," she said.
"They need English, but people
who deal with them in their
neighborhood in Brooklyn need
to speak Russian."
sessions.
. Dr. 'Popkin "said that ,- the
, Dartmouth' Mode! is -especially
helpful to those students _who'
never studied a foreign tanguage
and to foreign students who are
experiencing difficulty with





cont, from p. 1
FridirY,' Mid'ell 14; ,1988',
,back, while the people around
them barely heard them. lean see
a teacher waiting to have some
control over the class, " the
student said, "but Oster acted like
'he wanted a shrine."
continued on page 15
, "Microeconomics is not a
course you take for an easy three
credits. like English or Health;"
said anot her student. . 'It
definitely is not a class an in-
structor should speed through."
Arid yet anot her st udent com-
plained about I he casual. rnau er-
'~f-facl manner in which Oster
'rre,ented di tficult material. "On
occasion he \\ ouid treat It as if it
was in for mat ion we already
i-.nev.. \\"hl4l we requested .hat he
show down we were met with an
unyielding 'read t~.e book~' ..
Wh i le Oster's behavior
alienates most students. they must
suffer through and attempt to
pass this economics course. as it is
a requirement for almost' all
Baruch 51 udent s. Those who have
Serving as Master Teacher in
French as well as Diredtor of The
Dartmouth Model is Dr. Debra
Popkin, a member of the Baruch
College Faculty for ten years"
who holds the Ph.D. in French
Language and Literature from
Columbia University as well as a
diploma from the Sorbonne,
University of Paris.
studying. Students are also en-
couraged to have duplicated, for
'horne lislening:--- --~_ ..- w-':
In Spring of '77 out of hun-
dreds of professors across the
country who submitted proposals
to the Exxon Education Foun-
dation to attend training·
workshops under the direction of
John Rassias, Dr. Popkin was
among a mere 13 selected and the
only one in N. Y. chosen to receive
an Exxon grant .
During a recent interview. Dr.
Popkin, who teaches Elementary
Conversation French 1 and 11 as
well as advanced level courses,
asserted that students instructed
in the traditional way of learning
a language, and who earned low
grades, were (under the Dart- Dr. Popkin said that many
mouth Model) able to earn as personnel in the Registrar's office
, high as a B in her second semester' are requesting a crash course in
French class. Dr. Popkin also Spanish to be given for them at
'affirmed that since the Dart- Baruch so they can deal with the Baruch is one of the few in-
mouth MOdel requires four large percentage of Hispanic' stitutions in the city which offers
additional hours of classes per speaking students. ' this advantageous program. It's a
week, ~ students enrolled in the disadvantage not to choose to
program receive virtually no Dr. Popkin confessed that the participate in this new and ex-
homework. Exams are given as in Dartmouth Model is actually very citing learning experience. You
any other course, but with the demanding on the teacher. "The will not only satisfy. degree
extra hours of-jnput in the Master Teacher must train the requirements, but have fun in the
workshops, stuci.ents should have Apprentice teachers, supervise process.
no difficulty masteringthem since workshop sessions, attend, the • eel 1-5
" '.. , - CORtina OR page
the material is so~rQugltly and' three conversation workshops at ' , '
effectively reviewe(f'~~~!t~~~'~~"~,""~~'~~"~~'tl:L13ta
• .' t . .
7:3 =
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the typical student be apathetic?
He (she) comes to a school with
no campus (nothing can be done
about this) comprised of office
buildings and has to fight for a
seat in an inadequate cafeteria for
lack of any place else to go during
a break. There must be some
diversity; yet there is none -at -
Baruch. While Baruch offers a
well rounded education, it does
not produce a well rounded
student. College should be an
enjoyable experience yet the
majority of students don't feel
that way about Baruch. A college
must offer more than an
education, it must offer a good
environment. Baruch does not. In
conclusion if Student Fees are not
going to be used in a manner
which can be appreciated. by the
student,' then for whose ap-
preciation are they?
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Everything that goes wrong in a
College today is always blamed
on Stud-ent Apathy. My question
is; why shouldn't the student be
apathetic? Each semester each
student is required to pay a
twenty-five dollar student fee and
with more than ten thousand
students currently ....enrolled at
Baruch that's more than a quarter
of a million dollars per semester.
That's well over one half million
dollars per year not counting the
summer session fees. Actually the
figures ate much higher as if these
were not high enough. Where is
all this money going? Our teams
need more and better equipment
and our students need more
lounges. What happened to the
student lounge that used to be in
the twenty-third street building'?
Why was the law department
moved to where the student
lounge used to be on the fifth
floor of the twenty sixth .street
building? Again, why shouldn't
The Ticker is published bi-weekly each Friday by the students
of Baruch College.-TheF'riday prior -to. publication is the
deadline for campus calendar items, unclassified ads, and
letters to the editor. All communications must be typed and
~ .signed, Address .to:- The Ticker, Box 377, 137 E. 22nd St.,
NewYork, ·N~Y. 10010. Telephone: 725-7620, Office Hours:
10 a.rn . ..:6 p.m. Next Deadline: March 19th-.
Student Activity Fees Increase?
SHOULD YOUR STUDENT for an increase in Student Fees. being backed by the Ad-
ACTIVITY FEES BE IN- (I) Inflation rninistrators which is unfair to the
CREASED? (2) Ten years since last Student Students of Baruch.
We say no! Students for a Better Fee increase (3) As to more registered Clubs,
Distribution of .Student Activity (3) More registered Clubs we recommend that the College
Fees is diametrically opposed to Students for a Better Distribution Association release more Student
any increase in Student Fees. We of Student Activity Fees had the Fees to support such clubs, in-
feel that any such increase would following responses: stead of having Student' Programs
be counterproductive. having no (1) We agree that .there is in- and services secondary to the
direct benefits or increased ac- flation, however, a proposed fee supplementation of the College
tivities to Baruch Students or its increase to $30.00 is not the Budget. For example-Why
Student Organizations. We have answer, but merely a "bandaid" should the College Association be
therefore counteracted a approach to the problem. As investing Student Fees in Six
proposed fee increase with a reported in Baruch Today, there months certificates when there is
petition for a referendum that has been an increase of 9.30'/0 of an immediate need for more
would give a more equitable the Student Population at Student Services and more ac-
breakdown of Student Fees and to Baruch. This in, our opinion tivities?
maintain the present level of fees should be sufficient additional Finally, there will never be
at 525.50 full-time and $13.50 revenu~ to. offset inflation. enough monies for Student
part-time. In a meeting of Club (2) Ten years, twenty years or A~vities as long as our fees
Council Representatives on thirty years, if one can't justify an supplement the College Budget;
February 20, 1980, the following increase, then why v should whereas the present' ·situation·,of _ ".tt ct, .£ -. 5 t '. .....315: 3,
reasons were given by Mr:'sandy students be 'asked to vote for .such Studen(ACtivity .Fees being -used th~in is~' pBid fOi-:.&y ';' Tax'·;~ -'-s_rt'"Stu4ltnl iACtivUies. We
Jaa»low; .Edi.tQr of ~The Ticker a .propOsed fee increase.· In our to pay. the. salaries of tHe . m'dftieS;- tMTebY. 8Dowini' 'our . weicomemy :opposing".view that _~
. aa4.("Mr~ Maitin McDo.1Jtd1.~"-'" .;~",tJUs··.appeats·.ttof~bet·an.' .Professional Staff intbt-Studeitt· 'f.eei·r·'ro·' go "fd~ardt"~i~' . any' studentt :may;bave· 08~'this .:.
·f-rt._T:...~· t"'----Jl., , '~fI' *... _11" __- ....~_.:. ~_.- '!Ir'I.t........._~-...... 'tn.~.~.-.. " .. \.. .. . . ,.,' \ _. -...... . ': .. ~ .....",. .)." * 't; .. - . \, ,-'eII_. ··K·.,.· I~er'851tO ~,~ i: ~).~ ,,~~~- ~~,~~.~7 _) • ~ ~ ~ ~.,. ;.'~""f~·~"'''·''''' -, '- .:~ ~.~ - , .: \-t-\~. ~,,/-~, ."--:.';~~~~~JeCl:'·tt -tf(·;~,.~:.,.v·.:,..~ '-i4, ~~ :~.. )l~':.'~ •. ~ ',::". _: ~
. L .. ". "), ":. ..-.rl..~.,~ i .. '.:..... ~... ":-.....;...;: .:'> "
As uncomfortable as we may be at times with facing the realities of life at Baruch College,
it is time we look at the structure of our student activity fees and recognize the fact that it
does not buy the activities program man/students would like to see. .
In our last issue, articles appeared which discussed the inadequate levels of fundirig of
both the athletic program and the student media. In addition, with an increase in the number
of student clubs and organizations in recent years, there has come a decrease. in the dollar
allocations which has hampered the functioning of many of the groups. These are facts
which no one denies.
The authors of both referendums, currently being circulated, which call for changes in our
activities fees acknowledge the need for additional monies for athletics, clubs and
organizations, student media, and student government and have increased these allocations
in almost identical amounts.
-Tha~- being the case, the real issues in the "battle of the referendums" is (1) How do we
increase the level of support for those areas that everyone agrees needs increasing? (2) What
will be the mechanism to determine these allocations? and (3) Should student activity fees be
used to pay the salaries of the student center professional staff?
First, the Students for a Better Distribution of Student Activity Fees suggest that we adopt
the "Robin Hood" philosophy of taking from the "rich" to support the "underfunded"
and urge the rollback ofthe student center fee from the current $15 to $11 and thereby keep
the total full-time student-activity fee at $25.50.
It is our feeling that this proposal is short sighted and we urge the retention of the current
student center fee and support an increase in the total fee package to $30.00. There is little to
be gained by a transference of a lack of money from one aspect of our activities program and
subject it onto another.
Secondly, those advocating a better distribution of fees feel that Day Session Student
Government should continue to distribute the new Club and Organization fee which both
referendums call for. We support the referendum which calls for the new Club and
Organization fee to be distributed by a Club and Organization Board whose responsibilities'
are clearly defined and whose membership is separate from student government.
Thirdly, there is the issue of who should pay the salaries of the student center professional
staff. No one, including the staff themselves, can disagree with the concept that the extra-
curricular program and the professional staff employed therein, should receive support from
- college funds and not student activity fees. College officials deny the availability of these
funds and insist that if funds do not come from student fees that there-will-be-ne staff. T-his
puts the ball in our court. Should we refuse to pay these salaries, we run the risk of losing the
valuablesupport, assistance and experience that these professionals provide. It is our feeling
that these peopleare too valuable and the possible loss of their services too much of a gamble
to call the college's bluff. We: the-students, can be the big losers. - .
- We therefore reject the proposal to deny the use of student center fees to pay the salaries
of the professional staff. We urge the college officials to reexamine their funding priorities
with the goal of lifting this financial burden off the back of students. We urge the rejection
of the referendum which prohibits the use of student center fees to pay the salaries of the
staff.
Finallyrrwe urge all students to consider their referendum petitions carefully and then
decide th~tureof your activities program. Support the referendum which provides us with
a well-funded activities program with your signature.
~ --. - - -~ --~'r-~
(






Several points should be made
at the conclusion of this
discussion. First,' the proposed
schedule offers greater balance in
terms of the distribution of c1ass-
meeting throughout the week,
demand for elevator space, and
types ,of three-credit courses.
Second, it offers . greater
flexibility for both students and
faculty in designing their
programs, particularly as it. in-.
creases the chance to leave
·Monday or Friday free of
academic commitments.' Third, it, .
offers to bring a' much higher
proportion of the Baruch com-
munity together on Thursdays so
they can participate in activities
scheduled for Club Hours.
I believe the proposed model




Extension 3288; Box 342
Opposition For
a Tuition Increase
"regularization" . mterms of
minimizing the appearance of
courses for which relatively few
substitutes are available.)
Table II compares the current
and f'roposed models in terms'of
the ease with which a student can
find alternatives to closed courses
during registration. Again
assuming maximum utilization of
six classrooms under each model,
it appears the proposed. model is
virtually equivalent to the current
one. The logic underlying this
comparision may. be open to
discussion-it ignores, for in-
stance, the likelihood that the
student may not be qualified for a
particular substitute, and the
additional ' complications
inevitably introduced when two-
credit or four-credit courses must
be replaced-but we may assume
that it offers at least a reasonable
approximation ofreality..Ifthis is
so, then neither model is clearly .
superior to the other, and 'neither
is likely to become significantly
better or worse by this criterion as
.Balanced against these minor
advantages, however, is the much
. more even spread of class-
. meetings across the week and a
significant reduction in the
unevenness of demand for
elevator space. Less than 15
percent of classes meet on 1Th in
the current model, and nearly 24
percent on MWF; with the'
proposed model, there is
variation only between 19 and 21
percent. Further, whereas a total
of 192 out of 204 class-meetings
begin on the hour under the
current model (94 percent), only
144 out of 186. (77 percent) do so
under the proposed model.
Particularly on MWF, then,
demand .for on-the-hour elevator
service should be cut nearly in
half, with 27 classes beginning on
the hour as compared to 48 under
the current model.
Finally, table I suggests that
the proposed model will prov.ide a
much more even balancing of the
two-meeting and three-meeting
variants on the three-credit course
and will offer faculty the op-
o ~
portunity to teach both types of
course without being committed
to a five-day week. (To be sure,
two-meeting courses are allowed
to meet now as MW, MF, or WF,
but with this in mind it can be
argued Ihar- th-e~-prbpb-seo~model
offers perhaps greater
offerings throughout the week
and a reduction in the demand for
elevator space at particular times.
Many criteria, of course, may
be used in assessing 'the .ad-
vantages and disadvantages of a
course-scheduling model. Of
these, the maximum utilization of
classroom spaceand maximizing
the ease of finding alternatives to
closed sections during registration
seem to have been the principal
measu~es by which the current
model was determined superior to
previous practices. But other
criteria are relevant as well, and
the difficulties noted above draw
attention to them.
Table I compares the current
and proposed models in terms of
total classes offered, maximum
utilization, distribution of classes
throughout the week, and per-
centages of classes that begin on
the hour (based on maximum
utilization of six classrooms with
each model). The current model
offers more different class
meetings per week than the
proposed model (204 to 186), but
only three. more separate courses
(78 to 75); the difference is due to
the higher proportion of two-
meeting courses in the proposed
model. The current model also




The course-scheduling model in
effect this spring at Baruch, based
on the central requirement that all
three-credit, three-meeting
courses meet on a MWF schedule
and all three-credit, two-meeting
courses meet on a TTh schedule,
has a number of defects. Among
these are the difficulty of
arranging i1 schedule (for either
faculty or student) that provides a
Monday or Friday free of classes, .
the frequency with which students
must accept a five-day schedule,
the splitting of faculty between
MWF and TTh schedules, and the
large numbers of students and
faculty-those who have opted
for MWF schedules-who fail to
take part in 'activities scheduled
during the Thursday Club Hours.
There is also the severe demand for
elevator space every hour as the
majority of classes begin and end
simultaneously.
The model proposed here, it is
suggested, can help to eliminate
many of these problems. It
proposes two alternate three-day
class schedules (MWTh and
TThF), offers 75-minute and 100-
minute sections (MW and TF)
that fit in with the three-day
. -
"packages," and should facilitate
the construction of more con-
venient schedules for both
studemsanct faculty .: It --also--
offers a better balance of course-
My dear Horace W. Morris:
. We have all witnessed the America and bless this whole
tragedy and outrage of the country with the lights and
shameful theft of free tuition in comforts and amenities of free
our great people's university in education. We find ourselves
New YorkeSurely youandI and breathlessly impeiied--In- --iil'is
all our friends and the host of the direction by the gallant spirits of
faithful sorrow under this A. Philip Randolph and Dr.
• . timeless injustice. Martin Luther King, sainted
•• u. Copy·Machine R~p~~r .1U:eU~~d:=S:glh~~:;SI:~:.~::I~n~O(~~:":~
. . . . ..' .. . . ~ "'''of "our :cheristled· old','ae'aden1y:' .-and -ttit··pcioresr _.~, ;we.fihalJ
Dear Ticker, New plots are in the making. New buiid a movement that will
1 was quite interested In machines." Those chains. machine simply begins to wear assaults, more destruction than become a mighty oceanic flood
Esperanza Lucinaris ' article in padlocks, etc., were placed there out. Some of our copy machines ever, will soon be invoked against sweeping all the nation. Then we
your Feb. 29, 1980 issue entitled, by ~ IMSG, the company -c, which are in need of major overhauls, the living body of our City can all rejoice in the victory of
"Contrnuous Breakdown of Copy . repairs the machines, because of arid need large parts replaced. It is University of New York. free public education for all
Machines." Since it was in the incessant and unnecessary abuse difficult to do this with a machine The recent tuition increase of Americans, especially the
Ticker, I suppose I should not be to the machines. Nevertheless, when there are four or five people $150.00 per student will soon be humblest, the most disadvantaged
surprised by its utter lack of students have, on two occasions standing around, waiting to use surpassed by a much· higher .and most downtrodden.
objectivity, but I think that the in the last month, broken the It. The repariman patches the tuition increase. This is a My good friend, Dr. Donald S.
attention of your readers should glass on which the originals rest. machine up ~s best he can, and staggering blow and my spell total Harringt on , pastor of the
be called to certain facts. The thickness of this glass makes puts it back into use again. disaster to CUNY, already Community Church of New
Let me begin by saying that I it virtually impossible to do Naturally, the machine soon terribly shaken and weakened by York, invites you to share his
have been a Student Aide in the accidently. The reporter who breaks down again. earlier tuition increases and pulpit with him and many others
Serials section of the Baruch wrote this article could have I was speaking to one of the various other mounting costs, in a mighty and masterly effort in.
library for, more than two years gotten this information with a repairmen last Saturday (2/23) induced by the inflationary cycle. support of CUNY and the return
now. As such, my duties include .minimum of effort. ' and he indicated to me that an ' Everywhere on college campuses of free tuition. You and he and
making refunds for money lost in But all of this is nitpicking effort will ,be made to overhaul all reigns a growing mood of everyone else value most highly
the copy machines, as well as the detail. The basic' underlying point four machines before the end' of disillusionmeat, defeatism and and are ·constantly promoting the
mundane task of placing "out of of the article remains un- March. Therefore, the breakdown despair: . -Everywhere Y ••"~ '. face- -lit~le~'tIJlct, "OUR~BELbvED··
order" signs on the machines challenged. Why are the machines problem should be less shrinking studejltenrollme~t~ MEMOR'y OF FREE
when appropriate. In addition, lout of order so often? In a pronounced for this semester's Many thousands of students are TUITION." Many hundreds of
was also a staff reporter on The manner of speaking, because they midterms. Let's all hope so. The dropping out to seek a brighter copies of this work should be
Ticker during the year 1978. I left are used too much. After the first only alternative would be to get a collegiate 'future elsewhere. Will autographed to grace and dignify
the Ticker when an article I had few weeks of a semester, prac- machine which would break down we soon witness a tidal wave of this sensational occasion.
submitted was rejected due to its tically the only times the machines less often. The type of equipment student flight from our midst, Rev. Donald S. Harrington will
objectivity. are not in constant use are when needed for that sort of machine is desolation and utter ruin of our notify you when we can stage the
But, to get to the article itself, the library is closed or the much more costly, and the price CUNY? We can never hope to brilliant and prodigious rally at
let me first correct a few details. machines are out of order. Just per copy might run as much as 25 'attract students today as. in the the church for free tuition and the
One, there are only four, not five, before midterms, and during the cents. Hardly an acceptable past, since the ages old appeal and strengthening of community
copy machines on the 6th and 7th last month of a term, there are alternative. splendorous charm "6f free support for our cause. You
floor libraries. Two, while the. usuallylines ot use each machine. Very truly yours, tuition, which made us unique in should notify your respective
copy machines were frequently No machine is built to withstand Raymond E. Heuer American annals, are forever constitutencies and marshal your
out of order during the end of last that sort of use for long. The snuffed out. cohorts and join hands with the
semester, the repariman was here A D I bl A tie My dear friend Horace, you Board of Higher Education and
just as frequently to fix them. ep ora e con will, I am-sure, gladly accept what the entire leadership of CUNY
During the last week of January, you know and evisage as a true and the countless thousands of
the repariman was here at least 12 Dear Editor: Rosenthal, treasurer of OSSG, . historic responsibility~You and. I students. Then the enemy to his
times on the five weekdays. The OSSG could not find expects to be reinbursed S22S for and all the other loyal hearts an griefand dismay will face a power
Third, Prof. Harold Eiberson's sufficient funds to alot Psi Chi ,his lobster lunch at Tavern on tile our hearts in our midst must and an army and a fightins swami
title is· Chief Librarian, not (Psychology Honor Society) $200 Green. If funds are not available confront this emergency like that will' some day overwhelm
-, Library Chief. Fourth, the article to provide free tutoring, a service to meet students' needs, then giants and heroes, steeled in a him. We shall see free pUblic
failed, ,6 Ideillif1"~ Pref.~·~·N~~·ift......Deeded -.b7.~.'. SUldentsat 'ther~.~nJl~'~~::tO;be loftyvisi~ary~ve to~ke all education enthroned all :f~er
Wei"~~AU..Bo. ji!'~;b~;9f .{.~{\l(~~~~Dfi~~er . ~__:~.t".pri~~~P~~ ,;J\.IIi~~.~.Q~:r~:~~~t~oo.;. "'~~~~':': i ....~";:J'/y: :''::~_~ .
the Reference ··division of·' the- of nctu. anclSeatQ...8DcJ~..of ...... .Rosclltlll...·, '.:'. c,,, .•... ;.... u '.' • -w£aU- IO' ;Iorw*"lw'aa~ -, Vdy. -'WariaIY ' rc:sPIGUuuy
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is, in fact, the best way to describe
WBMB. They entertain, they
provide hands-on experience in
broadcasting, but most of all,
they're working at being a good
radio station. It's just too bad
that too few Baruchians recognize
their work. "
"The Crew of WBMB"
stuck pencils in them," explained
Ward. "But when they rewired
the basement after the fire in '76,
they put in ceiling speakers so
they're out of reach. That
wouldn't work in the tenth floor,
the ceilings are too low. "
But they're working on it. That
A Broadway Menagerie
- .. e, .:. r ' .. , ~.. ' ~ Jro",4\:. ,. ~_tI!; ... .,. ..."'!' .~';;;::".=il1. ....
~ - ..,. .. .~ - .... ~ ~_.. _ ~ _ .• - .. _. ~. _ J
So you say you like. WBMB so
far and you think that you could
be Baruch"s answer to Irnus in the
Morning? Well, don't be
discouraged if you don't make it
the first time. Positions on the
station are at a premium. "I'd tell
people to please reapply," says '
Ward. "We can't take everybody •
because we don't have that many
jobs to fill, but if they're rejected,
tell them to please try again."
\ WBMB can be heard in the 360
PAS basement, the fifth floor
cafeteria in the 26th street
building, and the Marble Lounge
in the Student Center. While the
station would like to expand, to
other parts of the college. like the
l Oth floor cafeteria in the 23rd st.
building. it can't.
.The major reason is the threat
of vandalism. "We used to have
speakers mounted on the walls in
the 360 basement, and people
The impartial observer is inclined
to believe the general manager
whenhe states, U\Ve have as good
a radio station as any in the
CUNY system."
While the standards of
operation may be rigid, the
format definitely is not. "Our
format is roughl y sixty percent
rock and forty percent other, like
jazz and disco, right now," Ward
points ~ut. They have also in-
terviewed such stars as Meat Loaf
and The Ramones.
WBMB . has many outside
contacts with radio stations,
record companies and other
businesses that realize the ad-
vertising power of a college radio
station. The problem is that it is
under-used inside the college.
"Too often clubs didn't come to
us," complains Ward. "Either
they don't realize that we're here,
or they don't really want people
to find out about their activities.
They want to keep them for their
own members."
·WBMB·
Playing their sounds for Baruch
b}' J ohn Forde
Quick! What's the official
sound of Baruch College? The
Lexington Avenue local
'screeching into 23rd street? The
- wailing of upper- freshmen during
registration? The grinds and
groans of the 17 Lex elevators as
they try to make it all the way up
to the 16th floor? Wrong! While
these sounds may be the most
common. they are not official.
That position belongs solely to
WBMB, the Baruch radio station.
WBMB is a Hfree form" radio
station, according to its general
manager, Frankr-Ward. "The
d.j.'s play pretty much what they
want within the limits of good
taste and decency. "
"Good taste and decency" are
not the only standards that
WBMB operates under, Since
they transmit through telephone
wires and not over the airwaves,
they are not bound by FCC
regulations. They follow. them
anyway. "We have a. couple of
people with FCC lice~Jle-~~[.m:.H)e(J~~an----b(~€«<;tled,-------~'&;--;;,j~~,"",&.-t~4-l~*:;H~r.2J-~~,-±-~r±~~nh~Y-,-~~~..- _
staff," says Ward. by a radio station than by any
What these self-imposed other media in the school, even
restrictions have resulted in is a the papers. They only come out
quality radiorstation run. with once every two weeks, we're there
almost" .JI'iIofessional efficiency. every day.__
Robby's Ribs
The Advantages of ShavingYour Head.
coatinued.OR page 14
.-., --_...•. - "- . .
~lr.':"~~~~~.... I_ii;ii!.;;==r;; At Broadway's Anta Theatre her dead lover.
(245 W. 52 St.) the animals have What makes' the play so unique
taken over-literally. and entertaining is the costumes
Heartaches of a Pussycat drew of the players. All wear very large
up its curtains last Sunday and animal heads, and costumes that
unleashed a cast of birds, cats, allow them to retain their human
and dogs on the Broadway stature, yet be visualized as
viewer, and the result IS a animals. Vert effective is Lord
.charming tale of feline love and Plurnmage, a short fat and ageing
loss. bird that struts about the stage as
, Beauty, a snow-white kitten if'he were a peacock at the height
born in a litter doomed to die, is of his beauty. Also, the doctor, an
rescued by a canine priest ostrich of modern medicine who
hounded by his animal con- carries needles almost as long as
stitutents to spare this kitten's 'his legs is also effective.
life. He does so. and is persuaded The scenery is also to be noted
by the spinster Arabelle, an old for its great detail. The rooftop of
crow. to allow her to take the an English castle where the cats
. /
-. innocent coullfry.'. kitten to woo one another is a far cry from
: n&iaiid~~for-"i)r(}per---edtlcatini-----Ne"w York's. bachiteys-:---
and launching into English The only complaint one could
society. Arabelle, a hen-peeker at have is sometimes the difficulty of
heart. gets her way and Beauty is understanding the players' words.
taken to London-where she Encased in the huge masks the
quickly becomes the cat's meow. players' words echo and one has
What follows is natural, to concentrate In order to un-
marriage to an old tomcat, Lord derstand what exactly is being
Puff, who can barely manage that said.
and the unwanted attentions of The play was inspired by the
Captain Puck, a fox if there ever prints of 19th century illustrator
was one. Gerard Grandville and based on a
Beauty remains as wholesome Balzac story adapted be
as milk until the accidental Geneviere Serreau.
meeting with Brisquet, a young, ' The players are all part of the
handsome Frenchcat, The two .Argentine group TSE, whose
fall in love, andplan to run--'l\Va.y_ioitials..:the)'.believe.are: fr.Om.I.SA. . ._._..
together until tragedy strikes. Eliot but are not sure. While their
Insanely jealous Captain Puck names are not recognized here in
kills Brisquet, the states the players are all
The kitten now 'becomes a cat • outstanding, especially the
and divorces her husband to leave handsome Bisquet and old crow
with Rhoda, the rat, for a new. Arabelle.
life.. All is not lost, however, for Heartaches of a Pussycat is a
Beauty turns her experience into . menagerie of quaint animals that
the successful Heartadies- of' a manage to outdo any' soap-opera .
Pussycat, and' makes enough and the Bronx Zoo.inonly two
money to erect a manorium to acts.
by Robin Gottlieb teasing-freezing. d¥eing-drying, You've heard of barefoot and
setting-netting, shampooing-di- bareback, so why not barehead?
I'm going to tell you' about ppety-doing, After all, you come into this
something you "Can do that will No more waiting on line at the world bald. why not go out the
improve your lifestyle 100070 beauty parlor or barbershop. . same way!
Shave your head! That's right, No longer will you have to use Of course, you may have to be
just by shaving your head, your brushes, combs, .hair dryers, a little bit careful when you go
entire life will change. bobby pins. baretres, shampoos bowling.
What are the advantages of and much, much more. Another advantage is it will
shaving your head? The answers Best of all, no more dandruff, help everyday conversation.
to this question are endless! so no one can ever again tell you _ For instance, when you say "I
You'll' Save·.·~audmooeyi ~" t(laake.off..', - have nOthing on my' mind,"
just think, no more brushing- You. may laugh at first, but
com bing; curling-twirling; think efit.for awhile!
4 _
'. ' J i":~"'"
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of Jeanette Macdonald and,
Nelson Eddie movies.
-
!V1r. James Abruzzo, Music
Director, will conduct a fourteen
piece orchestra as accompaniment
for the twenty-one member cast.
Mr. john Tietsorr. Set Designer
and Technical Director, is busy
with his thirty member backstage
crew constructing the colorful
and creative scenery.
Tickets will be sold in advance
and at the door for $2.50. The
cast and crew cordially invite the
entire Baruch College community
to attend this musical ex-
travaganza!
,:.' .
. ,: Thesetting isin the wird Rocky'
Mountains of Colorado. The
characters include brave 'forest
rangers, delicate ladies, and
villainous Indians. There is much
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by Peter T. Barricella and
Susan Farrell
"Little Mary Sunshine" is the
first musical being presented at
Baruch College since "Kiss Me
Kate" three years ago. It's being
produced by the Departments of
Speech and Music in association
with Theatron and will be
directed by Eleanor Ferrar.
_Q~~WecfI1.~sday;~March 5, the
front of the stage in .the college
auditorium was ablaze due to an
electrical fire: Soon the stage will
be lit up again. The curtain will go
up on "Little Mary Sunshine"
starting April 9th at 8 p.rn .. The
show will run thru April 12th.
~. "Little Mary Sunshine" by
Rick Besoyan is a spoof on the
early 20th century operattas by
Victor Herbert, Rudolf Friml,
and others. It's also reminiscent
3rdAieat60th St Pt.3 6022
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performance by Alan Arkin. His
skill is exhibited in his pantomime
of the evolution of man, which he
manages to depict from start to
finish in approximately two
minutes. Madeline Kahn is
adequate in her role .as the
professor's double-crossing aide.
Judy Graubart (who many of you
will recognize but most likely
won't remember from where) is
refreshing in her portrayal of
-----._~
Afan Arkin's ever-loving wife.
ihiw h;"bli\1TI
,;,J.ir;? :aJ20:'SJ
BRAD DAVIS •KAREN AllEN •JAMESON PARKER
''A SMALL CIRCLE OF FRIENDS" ,
, -~--WRtteR by EZRA SACKS· DIrector of Photography MICHAEL BUTLER' Produced by TIM ZINNEMANN • Directed by ROB COHEN
'R RUTltlCTaltoO MUSIC composed by JIM STEINMAN· PANAVISION"" TECHNICOlQR' T UOlted ArtIsts·
'I UIIDlI 171f000000S &CtIII~a.,,1IC: Available in Paperback from Pocket Books AIransamenca Company
,..., OIll1Ul T 'UAllOtl. CI
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A CINEMA 5 THEATRE
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Simon:
Sophisticated Fun
by Barbara V. Wood night. Another one (by the way,
If. you're in the mood for good, these are supposed to be the five
sophisticated, intellectually smartest men in the-entire world)
stimulating kind of fun, then I've proudly claims responsibility that
got the ideal movie for you to the Nixon who went to China was
experience. It's "Simon." not Nixon who returned.
Written and directed by Marshall And then, the ultimate scheme:
Bruckman, "who spent his early Find an orphan who could be
days, wisely, ~riting with Woody passed off to the world as an
Allen. extraterrestrial being. A,
Alan Arkin stars in this acutely -psychology professor, Alan
satirical comedy. ':about .f'ive Arkin, is located by the computer.
geniuses in the "perfect" en- Arkin, aspiring to become a
vironment with unlimited Nobel Prize winning scientist,
government funding. The purpose eagerly goes to join the five
of this scholarly assemblage is to geniuses in pursuit of his goal.
solve the world's problems, when After much brainwashing he is
in fact, their pleasure is derived finally convinced that he's from
from screwing things up. One of outer space (or "out of space" as
the geniuses boasts of his total his wife puts it). He then goes out
control over the Nielsen ratings. of control in a desperate effort to
He holds up a newspaper with a "save the people." As a prophet-
headline stating that the Donny type figure he launches a crusade,
and Marie Show took a 70010 via television, against en-
share (or 34 million households vironrnental hazards and drivers
tuned in). Then he' informs the who disrespectfully pull up into
audience that only 12,000 people crowded intersections.
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Discourse:
Good Luck for Zevon
•••
Q: If the, draft is reinstated,




"Yes, because then the upper
classes who have money will '
.send their kids to graduate,
ost raduate, and what ever
else they can find until the draft
is over. I don't feel that th is is
fair to the rest of the draftees





UNo, in a peacetime
situation, . college students
should be exempt from the
draft. However, I am in favor
of a draft for everyone in the
event of war."
3. Danetra DuBose
"No, I don't think college
student should ,be drafted
because we are getting a good
education and it should not be
interrupted. We also have a
better chance at getting a good
job. "
The title track "Falling In Love '
Again," reminiscent of LeBlanc
and Carr's "I'm Falling," is what
--4-- l-I------'----"~
made hIm famous.' The lavish
strings and flowing melody makc;.s...
it' a certain Adult Contemporary
hit.
"~So-Ji.ouRA-'~UJd;tie~.•.'
another possible .hit. This _pretty
ballad has a' soft, sensitive lyric
and a smooth harmony to make it
possibly the best tune on the
album. If the follow-up single
should be an up-tempo number it
would have to be "Can I Call
You." A sn-appy, up-beat, tight
love song is the only up number
continued on page 14
Gates proved successful, but lacks
something on his own. Although
he cart still write a beautiful
ballad, Mr. Gates has troubles
with the upternpo material.
Without a bad track on the
entire album "Bad Luck Streak In
Dancing School" is a welcomed
addItIon to what has been only a
mediocre year, so far, for good
rock and roll. Zevon has never
sounded better and his choice of
material added .the perfect, touch
to a perfect album,
, Unfortunately, David Gates has
not been' close to perfect ever
since he left Bread. With Bread,
"Bad Luck Streak In Dancing,
'SchooP' will put Warren Zevon ,
on a hot 'streak" With some help-
from, his friends Zevoo".puts,"
together a solid album .of fun,
versatile rock and roll.
One of die cutest lyrics written
belongs to "Gorilla, You're A
Desperado." Jackson Browne
and J.D. Souther lend a hand on
the back-up vocals, to a song that
could only happen in L.A..
Zevon called upon Linda
Ronstadt'shelp on "Empty-
Handed Heart." This pretty love-
ballad ends in a flourish with
Ronstadt descanting over Zevon's
romantically straining vocals.
When Warren Zevon switches
over to drving rock and roll he's
just as effective. By listening to
"Jeannie Needs A Shooter": one
could tell it was co-written by
Bruce Springsteen. The visual
picture one gets is reminiscenj of
"Darkness on 'Dhe Edge Of
Town. " The title track and "A
Certain Girl" are both excellent
numbers with some solid, in-
strumentation.
To show his total versatility
Mr. Zevon ihas two interludes,
both with a classical touch to
coincide with ballet cover art.
"Bed of Coals" is probably the'
best tune on the album. A soft
rock and roll number 'with
stunning harmony, (done by
Rondstat , and J.D. Souther.)
Sounding almost like the Eagles
on "Bed of Coals" is amazing
since, Glenn Frey and Don,
Henley, of the Eagles, don't add





All in all this spring!summer
should be another interesting time
of experimenting in the many
choices of ready' to wear. Both the
men and women have quite a bit
to choose from. In fact since
unisex dressing has become so
commonplace we' all have a
greater deal to choose from!
r 4. Dianne Hubbard
! "No, I don't think - so
, !because, as college students we
1 -- '. - . "--
are trying to prepare ourselves
! for a better life. I don't think
t the army can do that for me. "
tourist in Honolulu. The gym-
nasium look of sweat shirts and
pants is suitable for any occasion'
other than. tlfe one it's meant for
. . . that IS the gym. Colors, in
general, are bright and the fabrics
range from cotton to leather to
nylons. High Tech is. more clearly
seen in the menswear, where
bomber jackets and warm up suits
are 'almost alwasy bright
parachute nylon. ,
To play it safe one has Levi's,
which is in fact very safe, because
believe it or not the wearing of
designer. jeans is amlina, to a .
.period.of ,passe! The jeans caD. be- '
. matched ' with one oftbose' ,
LKoste.'~~· or, a briabdY .....IIIiiiIIIIiiiI.......__..._ ...._ .....
.
jackets, pants and even swimsuits' legged-they're all here. The colors,
is only one example. This very range from bright primary c~l~rs.
same fabric is the 'stuff' people to the soft hues of pastels. Don't
entrust their lives to when forget about the prints ... a sight
jumping out of an airplane! The for sore eyes! Remember the
diversity of this cloth was psychedelic patter of the Peter
originally discovered by the Max days? Just take a look at
luggage industry (LeSportsac) Bloomingdale's shop on two-
and proceeded into ready to wear. Pantastics ... it sums it all up for
While shopping at Capezio's you.
recently I could not help but Caution: though the straight-- 'notice thebeIts made out of wires leg is as in as can be right now
and electrical extensions chords- Fiorruci has been placing quite a
while pants of every color in bit of attention on the over
parachute nylon covered the emphasized bell bottoms.
walls. ,Something to look for trendies!
The punk influence IS Just as Remember, he was the one who
visible as last year-s-though many really started the baggy look-
designers have sll'iessfully some say he starts all that's worth
'tackled that look into a more starting!
acceptable dress. The symmetries The emphasis on menswear is
of black and shites with clashing casual. We find ,clothing that's
bold colors are replacing the disco getting more and more at ease for
look and it makes dressing a lot of work and play. The clothing is no
fun! longer tight or baggy for that
- Remember the skirt is up, up up matter. For men, as well as
'and away! The mini is almost women, an immense variety of
back and don't be surprised if we clothing is there to please or'
surpass· that! At the same time establish one:~s,ownsty~ . .'
pants, are biller .... bolder than, AJs,o, we have tbe wiI4 printed
ever•.St~ leas, _'-gics. pet- shi~$•. many t{lat,l.:emiJidy~,o~ a
Jumpsuits are in, pants are the
rage, prints prevail, skirts are up
and the parrot is king! This
spring/summer we shall have a
literal assault on our sense of
sight provided by the fashion
industry. Though not as drastic as
last year, we shall have our share
this time around. Both the men's
and women's ready to wear
accessories are still fluctuating
between the pre-future and
contemporary styles. Influences
from 'these ,and other fields ex-
plain the wildness of this spring's
fashion.
Many of the clothing designers
areusingtheHigh Tech scheme in
their current lines. The basic ideal
of High Tech dressing (which,
originated in the home furnishing
division) is that the fabrics and
accessories used were originally
meant for commercialized use-
not for "body wear." Since the
cloth is not only new and e~citing,
but extremely durable, the
designer can give, the, col1Sumer
value as well as' style in' tbeir
clothes. 1be wide ,use of ripstop





Most unusually, the shows
started almost on time. The band
played alittle over two hours, and
with only a short break, per-.
formed the entire "Wall" from
beginning to end. It's the story of .
a person whose life is forced to
build an imaginary wall around
himself to cover allhis grievances.-
The stage opens with a wall
being erected. Sparks are shot
from behind the band, until they
are fully into the first song. A
plane is flown down from atop.
Our friend's teacher is then
brought out in his oversized
balloon and the children shout
out "\Ve don't need know
education ... We don't need no
mind control ... Leave us kids
alone ..... and so the show goes
on. The ·wall is being built
throughout the show and at the
end it is destroyed ..
Pink Floyd, once known as a
cult band. will continue to attract
more and more fans by ~per­
for min g s h a w s bey 0 n d
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Confirmed reservations • free wine with dinner. cognac after s
no restrictions on stays to 1yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from LS. from March 10 thru May 14. 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and govern me nt approval. Purchase
tickets in the L.S.
I See;:-t::;;-a;n~;:rite~e-;.-;C'-------,
• Icelandair P.O. Box 105.
West Hempstead. NY 11552.
Call in NYC. 757-8585; elsewhere. call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me: 0 An Icelandair flighttimetable.
o Your European Vacations brochure.
by Joe Leopoldi
-Pink Floyd recently rolled into
. town to play .five sold-out per-
formances at Nassau Coliseum.
Like the latest release The Wall,
and their previous albums (and
shows), their performances were
great. and had their usual
I
strangeness. Pink Floyd performs
with the intensity and
professionalism (which many
upcoming bands seem to be
lacking), that has made them not
only one of the better bands, but
has given their shows a reputation.
as a real experience..The Band
consists of Dave Gilmour, Nick
Mason, Rick Wright, and Roger
Waters. Their shows are really
special, and some may even go as
far as to say very different. They
are always a highly visual show,
and The Wall "Iive" was no
exception. Figures flying, people
popping in and out, animation on
. .
a screen. a wall being built and
destroyed and special sound




You'll even be more patriotic-
after all, our national bird is the
bald eagle.
These are the reasons why you
should shave your head, and let "
me just conclude by saying: hair is
nowhere, but skin is in.
"Fire Down Below," to "You
. Send Me' by Sam Cooke. Side
one is predominantly slow,
mellow music which his voice
seems to wrap around. "01 '55 H ,
which the Eagles recorded back in
1976, stands out and receives the
royal treatment.
Side two, picks up the tempo
with such numbers as, "Going
Back to My Roots" by Lamont
Dozier and his co-written number
"Here's a Song." ",
No matter what Mr. Haven's
does sounds smooth as silk and is
well worth listening to, for any
mood you're in.
Records
Merrill Lynch is an Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity employer
and encourages applications from
females, minorities and all other
persons.
Tuesday., MAR. 25
Visit your Placement Office at
17 Lexington ..\ve.
to pick up an application and sign
up for an interview.
We'D be on your campus
worth listening to on thisalbum,
Mr. Gates should stick to the
material that made him famous,
which he does quite well, and not
spoil what would have been a very
good Middle of the Road album
had he staved within his stan-. ~
dards.
On the other hand Richie
Havens sticks with old material to.
come up with -a solid album in
"Connections." Mr. Haven who
has made a career of doing
remakes. has only one new
number on this album.
His material ranges from Bob
Seger. "We've Got Tonight" and
cont, from p. 13
. becuase your hair don't.
And just think, in case of an
Indian attack, you'll have nothing
to fear.
Robby's Ribs
We'd like to discuss the career

















cont, from p. 11
you'll mean it.
And you won't be insulted
when someone calls you an
egghead-you'll be one.
And it'l1 bring new meaning to
such phrases as: "I feel Clear-
headed," "That's using the old
bean," and "Give me some
skin. "
It will also answer such
everyday questions as "Does she
or doesn't she? Even her hair-
dresser won't know, H and believe
me, girls, blondes won't have
more fun.
After all. beauty is only-
pardon the expression-e-skin
jeep.
And men, baldheadedness is
considered sexy today.
Instead of the wet or dry look,
vou 'n have the no look.
You'll also rid yourself'of such
everyday problems as the wind or
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Age: 35 - .....
Height: 6'3" Weight: i 75
Residence: Manhattan
Danny Sheppard, at age 35,
was able to make the tough
decision to go back to school to
seek a new profession. He plans
to get his Accounting degree in
1982.
HFencing is a sport that
requires both physical and mental
·\-:l't ". - .n .. "" .. \- ··b{auul y.:-·says ~-",-~~;~e-.~~~q.,;.~o . _
to _ be mentally. and .~. pnY~i~aljy ...·.fi;nshed ". the season with a
.... -. - _.~.. ". .
stronger than your opponent." remarkable. 24-6 record. He has
"The general public feels that gone undefeated in bouts against
fencing is like what you see'in the Hunter, John Jay, City, and
Errol Flynn movies, The movies Brooklyn College.
are not a true representation of Danny won first place in the
the sport." recent NCAA Qualifiers, and will
Danny has -developed himself represent Baruch in epee at the
into a successful fencer. Despite NCAA Fencing Championship
only one year experience, he has tournament on March 13-15.
DISCO
PPJCE:
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Miss. Collins also added, uWe
gained a keen sense of unity.
Every girl knows and gets along
with the others, and that helps a
lot. After a while, with support .
from the basketball team, it was
more fun than work. "
The outlook for' next season is
bright with six of seven girls
returning. "We have plenty of ,{
room for more girls who want to
cheer," says Captain Collins.
"With a larger swuad, we'll have j
a better chance to win the CUNY
Cheerleading competition."
The girls' next appearance will
be at the upcoming Miss Baruch
contest, where they will present a
special dance.
»>
1, Jeffrey Ruhalter, had just
won the Women's Singles In-
tramural Tennis Tournament.
With that thought in mind, I lay
into the other side of. the court.
Since no one was there, my ball
was not returned. Leading 15-
love, I left the court to celebrate
my win.
Jimenez is expected to be the
Hstrong man" this year: Jimenez
hit a .402 last year and was
considered the team's leading
hitter. Donner believes that
Jimenez, the team's only senior,
is a prospect for the major
leagues. Other encouraging
players inelude Ken Rosa, cat-
cher, who exerts strength and
vitality and pitcher Tony Moore-
whose slender body will not in
any way affect his powerful arm.
Another player worthy of
recognition is co-captain ) ohn
Krochak who is expected to be
much stronger on the mound this
year.
With the positive attitudes of
both coach and team members,
this season, beginning March 26,
looks to be an inspiring one.
Good Luck!
: .'. -- .......~.---~.:..-~~ ~": "; ..
Language Grant
It's Baseball Time
days a' week, two hours a day.
Except for Collins, co-captain
Ramona Foster, and senior
Annette Bagley, the other four
girls, Marilyn Deveaux, Sonia
Glasper, Dolicia Gerald, and
DImples Bryant are freshmen.
•
Because of the time that must
be given to cheerleading, many
girls are unable to. devote
themselves to this activity due to
the conflict. between school,
work, or any other ex-
tracurricular activity. About 20
girls came out, and after tryouts
only Seven remained. Says Miss
Deveaux, "We' had to have a lot
of conditioning and workouts
involved for our acrobatics."
cont, from p. 16
eludes. hotel accommodations and
food expenses. This alone is
symbolic of the team's ambition.
Despite the fact that several
players are rookies, Donner
believes this year's team is
capable of a winning season and
possibly the playoffs. "We have a
definite chance of taking the
CUNY title," said Donner, "Out
of all our opponents, Brooklyn
College will be our toughest
challenge. "
"Commenung on the inex-
perience and youthfulness of the.
players, coach Engel describes his
team as a "diamond in the
rough." He believes there is a lot
of raw talent that just needs
refining and polishing,
There are several bright spots
on the team. Team captain Monty
in their ·s.chool's acnviues.
Anxiously, I arrived at the Ar-
mory early, so I would be sure
that I covered the event from
beginning to end.
Much to my dismay, no one
showed up. 1 was left alone to
cover a tennis. tournament with no
_ players.
So with a strong desire to take
advantage of the situation, I went down my racquet and left the
into action. I took a ball and Armory victorious. On my way
racquet and walked up to the home, my only thought was
serving line. I tossed the ball into "Where do I go to get my
rite- -air amt:'i1ira 1ow· hard serve ----rrOphy?'"




They don't appear on pin-up
posters, or have their own
television show. They don't cheer
in front of capacity crowds, nor
are they the heartthrobs of the
nation. But when it comes to
desire, dedication and spirit, the
Baruch College Cheerleaders have
just as much as their counterparts
from Dallas.
Captain Pat Collins, a
sophomore, is head of the most
entrhusiastic group of girls in
recent years. Says Pat, "Last year
we didn't have the people who
really wanted to cheer. But the
seven girls that make up this
year's team put in a lot of ef-
fort." The girls practiced four
Baruch College's Cheerleaders
by Jeffrey Ruhalter
Two women clad only in scanty
tennis apparel looked sternly into
.each other's eyes before departing
to the opposite ends ofthe tennis
court. A hush fell over the crowd.
The two women prepared
themselves for the start of the
match.
A bright, fluorescent yellow
tennis ball rose into the air. The
crowd fell silent. WHACK! The
sound heard from the ball
colliding with the racquet was
heard throughout the·building....
These 'are . the literary
techniques that I thought 1 would
employ when I was informed by
the editor of the Sports Depart-
./
ment that 1 would cover the
women's singles intramural tennis
tournament. I was overjoyed!
Being a transfer student from
Stony Brook, I felt that
Baruch students had no school
spirit. I felt that the students just
didn't care. 'But .1 was wrong.
Here is a group of women, active
Three new awards have been
added to the College's list of
Prizes, Medals, Honors, and
Other .Dist inct ions , Donal
Higgins, Chair of the Awards
Committee announced recently.
All awards have been accepted by
the general faculty. The
NATHANIEL V. GREENBERG but you will be able to enjoy some
MEMORIAL AWARD OF coni. from p. 7 of the world's richest literatures
BROUT AND CO. will be given Come September, the in the original language.
annually to the graduating ac- De part men t 0 f Mode r n The next time registration rolls
counting major with the best Languages will extned the aroundvbe sure to .enroll in any
scholastic average in accounting Dartmouth Intensive Language language of your choice which
subjects. The winner wiil be Model to Italian, eventually requires a co-requisi te-c-
selected by the awards committee Chinese arid hopefully. all Conversation Workshop. I
of the Accountancy Department. language offered at Baruch in- guarantee you'll have a great
The prize consists of $250 and a eluding continuation in Spanish time.
certificate. and French. With special. thanks to Dr.
For furtherc·infonnation ap~..:n-- . No matter what your reason is Debra Popkin for her time and
these and sn. other available for studying 'a fo{~i&n language, cooperation in making this article
scholarships contact: Dr. you will be the better for it" Not possible, and for Opening my eyes
~: Florence Siegel, Room 1702, 360 only will !ou'.~e enpehed--... ~te·'fdiff«eftt WMW1'"·~ .
~,,,,,,,:,,,- 'P:11e5:';'Ol' 'Call 11!S--33.f1-."--~-L.,_I_L,. ··!'·t't1mtlghdtIS-4earuuqr experience, great work. - . .
. .".., .."
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with a 7-1 record. Sheppard
attributes his success to "per-
severance and the coaching of Ed
Ballinger. ....Without the coach's
help," he adds, "I would have
never gotten so far in the sport."
Sheppard was 24-6 on the year.
:'\10 escaping Alan Quiles (left) arrack
by ,-~.:~·f RUhalte~
1:',' '~1ersed in the malignant
.turn ..",!of student apathy, are nine
mer: who deserve a standing
ova '1. The Baruch fencing
tear: under the experienced
han\... o f Coach Ed Ballinger,
can' nut of the NCAA Cham-
pion-nips. Three fencers (one in
each weapon) is the most a team
can' .rid.
T . .' three men who will move
on ,~) t he Championships are
Many McDowell, Dennis Ed-
dington, and Danny Sheppard;
In the foil division, McDoWell:.:'
placed second with a 7-2 record,
"Hustle was the key," says
McDowell. "Everybody was
going for broke, so I had to-
out hustle them. There was little
finess out there." This-showing
by McDowell follows an im-
pressive 20-10 season.
Dennis Eddington surprised
everybody hy placing second in
! he saber division. Eddington,
\\ ho had a losing record on the
year, exploded for nine wins and
one los». .. Dennis' effort was
equiv aiern to the U.S. hockey
ream beating the Russinas," says,
:\ lc Oowell. In placing- second,
Eddington outfenced three men
from Rutgers. whom had soundly
defeated him during the year. He
dueled men with much more
experience and height (Dennis is
only 5'6 "). But he was deter-
mined to win. and fenced a
"technicaily precise" match, as
teammate Sheppard put it.
Over in the epee division,
Danny Sheppard beat them all
O: i.er fencers who competed
for Baruch were Peter Lewison,
who went to the Nationals last
year. Danny Mooney, who has
only been fencing five months,
Jimmy Yu, Allen Quiles, Ron
White. and bob Lazarus.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association tournament
will be held on March 13-15. at
the University of Pennsylvania.
To compete in this event is an
experience that fencers remember
for a lifetime. We at Baruch want
'Our representatives, Marty
McDowell. Dennis Eddington.
and Danny Sheppard, to know
that we are as proud of them as
they are of themselves.





Sheppard won a silver medal for
his efforts.
Captain Many .\1cDowell feels
his team can look forward to a
productive season next y~r.
"We're only losing one fencer.
me, and we have good sub-
stitutes," says Mcffowell. "The
saber team has gotten adjusted to
play nore than one posinon.
Therefore, his main objective 'is to
find OUt where each player
displays his talents best.
,_ With no financial backing from.
the school, each player is required
to pay-a round trip fare 'of ap-
proximately. $300.00 which in-
_ continued on page 15" .. .-,r-.. .
~ . '. .,
their weapon, and everybody
gained valuable experience this
year. Were a strong team now.
and we'll be just as strong next
year.
The saber team had the worst
day. They won only two of nine
bouts. Eddington and Lazarus
were 1-2, and \Vhite 0-3.
of his bouts. Quiles' took one of
three, and Mooney was 2-1.
Those scores gave Baruch a team
total of 6-3, just short of a team
victory.
Individually, Yu ranked fifth,
McOowett earned second place
and a silver medal. Peter Lewison
was the highlight for Baruch.
capturing a gold medal. Danny
Lenny Donner. assistant coach
and former team member, will
travel with a team of 25 players,
not for tell glorious' days in the
sun, but for ten days of hard
work and long hours. "We are
going to play baseball:' said.
Engel, "This is not a vacation."
According to Engel, several
. ,members-on rhe team are able to
After suchan excellent showing
in the NCAA Qualifier, the
Statesmen felt' secure about the
CUNY tourna~ent. Perhaps this
is one reason they didn' t fare as
well as they expected. Baruch
finished second to City College,
losing the match on indicators
(the amount of touches one has
against the opponent).
In the foil competition, Me-
Dowell. Lewison. and Yu all went
2-1 for a team total of 6-3. not
enough to win the event.
In epee. Sheppard won all three
-.,
by Pamela Smith
After a year that can be
described as somewhat disap-
pointing, the Baruch baseball
team appears, to be ready and
eager for the upcoming season.
To start it off. the team will-be
traveling to St. Petersburg,-, Jump Ball at ihe opening round of rhe womens CUNY Basketball Tourney. . Florida for a stay of' teD days.
Baruch tblack) lost '0 York twhire). -by James Yu Howard .Eagel, head coach" and.
